
   

 

TRUE RELIGION
Introduction to the brand  









TRUE RELIGION DEFINED



Beyond Denim with Active wear, Tees and Outerwear



True Religion
eCommerce     



ECOMMERCE STRATEGY 
Position the eCommerce site as the digital 
flagship for True Religion. Everything on 
Truereligion.com will reflect the best expression of 
the brand, from product to imagery to customer 
experience. 

● Capture: Acquire new customers with a 

compelling site and brand experience

● Maintain: Keep our current customers engaged 

with more meaningful messages

● Grow: Profitability while increasing customer 

spend & frequency of purchase

● Reclaim: “Flagship” experience and win back 

former customers



ECOMM LONG TERM GOALS 

Create an Digital and Brand experience that 
can sit next to the top premium denim site and 
top apparel site alike. 

Striding for: 

➢ Best in class 1:1 personalization.
➢ Elevated aesthetic & product presentation
➢ 360 customer experience that build CLV



PERFORMANCE MEDIA STRATEGY 
2020: Increase scale, enhance messaging and maximize efficiencies.

Discovery 
(Increase scale)

Convert
(enhance 

messaging 
+maximize 
efficiencies)

Research & 
Evaluation 

(enhance messaging + 
maximize efficiencies)

 

○ Extend footprint on existing and new platforms to acquire new users
○ Collect larger pool of data through different targeting buckets
○ Leverage new creative assets to create awareness / differentiate the brand with users  

○ Eliminate under-performing audiences 
○ Remarket engaged audiences with a personalized message or CTA later on in the year 
○ Align with marketing on organic social handle performance to identify any additional cost 

savings throughout the year

○ Drive conversions by maintaining “always-on” exposure against qualified users 
○ Create exclusive offers on platforms where users are in a purchase ready 

mindset

Deliver business outcomes through a full-funnel approach segmented by each channel’s strengths at critical touch 
points of the buyer journey. 

Touchpoint/Strategy Tactics 



PERFORMANCE CHANNEL OVERVIEW

○ Consistent performing demand driver (2nd behind 
e-mail)

○ Full-funnel targeting capabilities
○ Ability to quickly optimize based on a variety of 

KPIs

○ Finding new customers that are willing to pay 
higher price points

○ Creating new audience retargeting buckets   
○ Cross-pollination across YouTube through paid 

and organic content

○ Steadily increasing AOV
○ Extensive reach + hyper targeted 
○ Ability to quickly optimize based on a variety of 

KPIs
○ Story-telling/premium environments

○ Use of video for awareness and conversion 
driving campaigns 

○ More precise audience targeting 
○ Paid ads on Instagram (full-funnel options) 
○ Lead gen for e-mail/SMS 

○ Strong ROAS  
○ Cost efficient (only pay when a conversion is made)
○ Purchase intent consumers/publishers

○ Testing/optimization of new publisher partners 
○ Increasing AOV through affiliate exclusive 

programs  

Paid Search & Display

Social 

Affiliates

Channel Strengths Opportunities



REGIONAL INTERNATIONAL



KPI 2019 v. 2020

New Digital strategy will drive the following shift in KPIs for 2020 and +1000% 
gain in profitability

485,000
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